New Weather Advisory website for the general public launched by India Meteorological Department (IMD), MoES

In a Press Release issued by India Meteorological Department (IMD) on 7th January, it is announced that a new website is launched by IMD for the general public. URL of the website is: https://mausam.imd.gov.in

‘Nowcast’ page provides the latest district wise forecast under the following categories at the URL: https://mausam.imd.gov.in/imd_latest/contents/stationwise-nowcast-warning.php

State wise, district wise and station wise latest weather advisories can also be accessed in this website at the following URLs:


The graphical user interface (GUI) of the new website is integrating GIS with Google maps giving many utility features to retrieve location based weather data parameters including real time monitoring and forecast of Air Quality Index throughout the country. Though the information available in the website would be freely available to the public, organizations interested in accessing these data from IMD for commercial and R&D need to contact at the following email: contact-web@imd.gov.in

Screenshot grabs from the website gives an idea on the GUI of the website
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